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Welcome to the third edition of our Teaching & Learning newsletter: Brislington In Action. In this publication you
will find a summary of this term’s initiatives, focused around online engagement, alongside a collection of great
reads and, most importantly, an array of examples of where we’re seeing this ‘In Action’, around our academy.
We hope you enjoy this instalment and wish you a very restful half term break with your families.

Go Formative—Several faculties have been experimenting with Goformative in order to gain instant feedback on students’ work and engagement. The power of GoFormative comes when it gives you a dashboard
of every child working in your lesson and shows exactly what they are
writing, live, with the option of you being able to type or give verbal
feedback. Global are loving its’ impact and other faculties are also beginning to investigate how it can work for them.

Spiral— MFL have trialled using Spiral this term. By using ‘Quickfire
Lite’ on the Spiral website, you can verbally ask students a question,
they then each respond and it brings you a gallery of their responses
with the ability to push the answer back to the students to improve,
after your feedback. Virtually no prep required and brilliant for checking understanding. Students can also complete self evaluation on how
confident they feel about a topic.
Whiteboard.fi — Some faculties have been using Whiteboard.fi to allow students to show
their workings. Particularly useful in Science & Maths, it’s as if the students have their own
mini whiteboard, just a virtual one! Again, it shows you a gallery of all the students in your
class, allowing you to spot misconceptions quickly and address them by pulling the group back
together.

Doug Lemov has done it again, and his Teach Like a Champion team have produced a brilliant
book, in the midst of Lockdown #1 called Teaching in the Online Classroom. Each chapter is written
by different team members and has brilliant insights into adapting our classroom teaching to suit the
remote platform that we currently find ourselves using. Great insights into maintaining positive relationships with students by ‘dissolving the screen’, and tips on keeping high engagement
EEF: Evidence in Action podcast have released their second episode on Managing Behaviour &
Building Habits. All of their podcasts are rooted in evidence based practise so are well worth a listen.
This episode features SENCo Kirsten Mould, alongside Harry Fletcher-Wood from Ambition Institute
and the DfE’s behaviour advisor Jenny Thompson. https://evidenceintoaction.podbean.com
This term’s recommended blog comes from @TLPMrsL and is an article about pacing yourself with
online teaching to ensure that it doesn’t become overwhelming—especially if we still have a period
of time ahead of us on this journey. You can read it at: https://
thelearningprofession.com/2021/02/02/on-remote-teaching-and-hitting-the-wall/

This term, several faculties have supported Maria Olschner in her ‘Cam Pilot’, where she is investigating the impact of student
cameras being on, in improving engagement. Here are the main findings:
 Younger year groups were more willing to have their cameras on. For improved engagement in all year groups, there would
need to be a blanket expectation of having cameras on, but this raises concerns around safeguarding and well-being.

 It varied at which points of a lesson teachers had their camera on, or when students were asked to turn their cameras on., i.e. beginning
only, at specific points, the whole time. This was useful for building rapport with classes and for the speed of information retrieval when
checking for students’ understanding.

 Teachers keeping cameras on was important for: familiarity, staying connected, maintaining relationships with students and classes.
 It can make a difference but there is the possibility for distraction and students can escape accountability by simply switching their cameras off. Often it is those students who engage anyway who are the ones who turn their cameras on.

In the depths of the dark January evenings, a team of five teachers from Maths, English, Science, History & Geography have
been working with our Year 11 students at 7pm each night to provide extra support on tricky topics. Nobody knew how it
would be received by the students so here, we investigate how it has been for the staff running the sessions.
KATE JACKSON—SCIENCE:
Kate has used specific teacher exposition to deliver important content to our Y11 scientists, alongside a variety
of AfL techniques like quizzing in the Teams chat and GoFormative to check student understanding in her Prep
sessions. She has seen an impressive turn out on Thursday nights—sometimes with more than 80 students
attending. She says: “I'm so impressed and proud of the year 11s. It's so lovely to be joined by them when
you know they've given up their own time to be there and probably have been for the previous three evenings. They're working really hard to improve their scientific knowledge then are so polite and courteous at the end. It's
blown me away and I've been a bit overwhelmed by it!”
RACHAEL PATON—GEOGRAPHY:
Rachael had the daunting task of taking on Prep as someone who doesn’t teach Year 11 in normal lessons. In
spite of that, the students turn out for her every Monday evening and engage with extra opportunity to apply
their geographical knowledge to exam practice and to get detailed feedback from Rachael via GoFormative. She
says: “the Y11s have been a total pleasure, especially considering they don’t really have much knowledge of
me as a teacher. They’re really brilliant- especially considering that they’re attending these sessions on their
own initiative. The general atmosphere of the session is always positive and motivated. What gems!”
RACHEL AKERS—ENGLISH:
Supporting our academy-wide literacy drive, Rachel has been passionately pushing Versatile Vocabulary with
our Year 11 students on a Wednesday evening. I have had the pleasure of watching her bring Macbeth to life
(which is no mean feat at 7pm after a full teaching day!) and the students have produced some impressive analysis of the text, using very academic language. Rachel says: “I’d like to reiterate how polite and courteous
they’ve been – so many say thank you and make cute pictures for their display! I think the most impressive
moment was when a good amount asked for personalised feedback on their paragraphs which showed me how seriously
they’re taking this opportunity and how they’re pushing themselves to go further.”

